

Caution: There is a difference in labor (something most of us have to do for our daily bread and a roof over our heads) and forced labor. With forced labor:
	You cannot stop.

You may be doing things that will kill you 
Your master gains from your labor and you gain only that you live another day.  
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Dictionaries Used
Unless a different dictionary is specified, all definitions are from Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary at http://www.merriam-webster.com/

General Terms to Help You
master
2d (1) : one having control (2) : an owner especially of a slave or animal

servitude 
Main Entry: ser·vi·tude 
Pronunciation: \ˈsər-və-ˌtüd, -ˌtyüd\
Function: noun 
Etymology: Middle English, from Anglo-French servitute, from Latin servitudo slavery, from servus slave
Date: 15th century
1 : a condition in which one lacks liberty especially to determine one's course of action or way of life…

Servitude for a Period of Time
servant
one that serves others <a public servant>; especially: one that performs duties about the person or home of a master or personal employer
Etymology: Middle English, from Anglo-French, from present participle of servir
First Known Use: 13th century

indentured servant
Main Entry: indentured servant 
Function: noun 
Date: 1723
: a person who signs and is bound by indentures [See definition below] to work for another for a specified time especially in return for payment of travel expenses and maintenance
indenture
Main Entry: 1in·den·ture 
Pronunciation: \in-ˈden(t)-shər\
Function: noun 
Etymology: Middle English endenture, from Anglo-French, from endenter
Date: 14th century
1 a (1) : a document or a section of a document that is indented (2) : a formal or official document usually executed in two or more copies (3) : a contract binding one person to work for another for a given period of time —often used in plural b : a formal certificate (as an inventory or voucher) prepared for purposes of control c : a document stating the terms under which a security (as a bond) is issued

From the Oxford English Dictionary 
Indenture – additional explanation of where such a contract gets its name
2. A deed between two or more parties with mutual covenants, executed in two or more copies, all having their tops or edges correspondingly indented or serrated for identification and security. Hence, A deed or sealed agreement or contract between two or more parties, without special reference to its form.
  Originally both copies were written on one piece of parchment or paper, and then cut asunder in a serrated or sinuous line, so that when brought together again at any time, the two edges exactly tallied and showed that they were parts of one and the same original document: hence the expression ‘pair of indentures’. Occasionally a word, sentence, or figure was engrossed on the space where they were divided ….

Servitude for a Lifetime
serf – where the person is bound to a piece of land (a term associated with feudalism)
Main Entry: serf 
Pronunciation: \ˈsərf\
Function: noun 
Etymology: French, from Old French, from Latin servus slave
Date: 1611
: a member of a servile feudal class bound to the land and subject to the will of its owner
[Etymology of servile: Middle English, from Anglo-French servil, from Latin servilis, from servus slave
First Known Use: 15th century]


slave – where the person can be sold separately from the land
someone who is legally owned by another person and is forced to work for that person without pay
Etymology: Middle English sclave, from Anglo-French or Medieval Latin; Anglo-French esclave, from Medieval Latin sclavus, from Sclavus Slavic; from the frequent enslavement of Slavs in central Europe during the early Middle Ages
First Known Use: 14th century

Relationship of Service But with Varied Ranks 
vassal (a term associated with feudalism)
Main Entry: a person in the past who received protection and land from a lord in return for loyalty and service 
1: a person under the protection of a feudal lord to whom he has vowed homage and fealty : a feudal tenant 
2: one in a subservient or subordinate position 
Etymology:  Middle English, from Anglo-French, from Medieval Latin vassallus, from vassus servant, vassal, of Celtic origin; akin to Welsh gwas young man, servant
First Known Use: 14th century
[Unlike the word serf, vassals could have high rank and power. For example, lords or dukes or barons of high rank could be vassals to a king.]

